A single-layer miniaturized reflectarray element with low sensitivity to mutual coupling effects of surrounding elements is presented in this paper. The configuration is proposed to preserve the effectiveness of the infinite array approach in those applications requiring reflectarrays with very small interelement spacing. The inherent ability of the proposed geometry to be adopted in highly miniaturized cells is demonstrated through an extensive analysis of mutual coupling effects on reflectarray phase design curves. In order to prove the independence of the proposed cell to mutual coupling effect, the phase curve variations due to the presence of different surrounding elements with respect to the case of identical cells are evaluated using the well-known extended local periodicity method. Small and negligible mutual coupling errors are retrieved for the proposed miniaturized unit cell, thus demonstrating lower sensitivity to mutual coupling adverse effects.
Introduction
Reflectarray antennas proved their effectiveness for several applications, going from space exploration to wireless communication systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As well known, the basic structure consists of an array of microstrip radiators illuminated by a feed antenna. Each reflectarray cell is designed to reradiate the impinging field with a given phase delay. In order to comply with this task, the geometrical/electrical features of the single-unit cell must be properly tuned to achieve a full phase control of the reradiated field.
Strictly speaking, the above operational principle implies a rather complicated design procedure that involves the reiteration of the unit cell response analysis when it is surrounded by differently shaped/sized elements, according to its location in the array grid. This kind of analysis approach, such as that based on the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) proposed in [8] or the extended local periodicity (ELP) discussed in [9] , becomes impractical for large reflectarray design.
Although the above methods allow to give a rigorous estimation of mutual coupling effects due to different neighboring elements, the most efficient method usually adopted for the reflectarray analysis is the infinite array periodic approach based on Floquet's theorem [1] . Actually, this method reduces the analysis to one periodic cell, by automatically taking into account the mutual coupling between identical elements, thus providing a quite good prediction of the unit cell response in the array environment. Nonetheless, some situations could make the infinite array approach inadequate for the unit cell analysis and design. For example, the use of very small interelement spacing (<λ/2) [10, 11] , which is essential for wide-angle beam scanning design, gives rise to higher and very dissimilar mutual coupling levels between different unit cell occurrences, due to the very small separations between patches.
The aim of this paper is to overcome the above difficulties, by proposing the adoption of a miniaturized linearly polarized unit cell with uniform mutual coupling levels, therefore able to meet the periodic boundary conditions imposed by Floquet's theorem [1] .
To this end, a modified layout of the fractal unit cell, originally introduced by the authors in [12, 13] , is investigated and discussed in this paper to increase the unit cell insensitivity to mutual coupling, thus preserving the effectiveness of the infinite array approach, even in the case of highly miniaturized reflectarray cells.
Other reflectarray configurations allow to achieve nearly constant mutual coupling, such as the well-established configurations based on the use of fixed-size rectangular patches attached (or aperture coupled) to delay lines [1, 10] , the fixed-size Minkowski patch with a variable slot in the ground plane [14] , and the dual-band Phoenix cell proposed in [15] . Apart from the first mentioned configuration, not suitable for miniaturization purpose (the use of very small cells (<λ/2) is not always able to host a printed variable phasing line on the same patch layer), the above configurations give interesting solutions for designing miniaturized reflectarray cells.
Despite the above reflectarray cells, the configurations proposed in this work allow very high miniaturization degrees, by offering, at the same time, single-layer and thinner profiles, good phase swings, and lower reflection losses. All these appealing features, in the case of the abovementioned configurations, can be achieved only by adopting an additional λ/4-spaced metal plate, for back-radiation mitigation, or by increasing the substrate thickness, including an air layer. Furthermore, as demonstrated in [16] [17] [18] [19] for other X-band subwavelength reflectarrays, printed on λ/10-thick substrates, the joint use of subwavelength unit cells and thicker substrate layers can lead to the design of broadband reflectarrays [1, 10] .
The unit cell independence to mutual coupling is evaluated through the ELP approach, by computing the phase curve variations due to the presence of different surrounding elements with respect to the case of identical cells. The above variations give a measure of the intrinsic error due to the infinite array approximations. Smaller and negligible phase errors are observed in the case of the proposed element, when a miniaturized unit cell is considered, so that the infinite array approach can be effectively adopted to derive the phase design curves, without affecting the accuracy of the reflectarray synthesis stage. Furthermore, in order to give a physical interpretation of mutual coupling between reflectarray cells, a simple transmission line model (TL model) is adopted for the unit cell analysis [20] . The model, consisting of a RLC series circuit, is used to derive the mutual coupling behavior from the unit cell capacitance C, which is essentially related to the contribution of parasitic capacitors between the edges of adjacent patches [20] , and therefore is strictly related to unit cell mutual coupling levels. The analysis shows that the C values associated to the proposed fractal cells, as compared with those relative to a standard variable square patch, reveal a much more stable behavior vs the corresponding phase tuning parameter, thus confirming the results achieved in terms of phase curve errors.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general design details of the proposed reflectarray elements. In Section 3, the performances of a set of miniaturized fractal unit cells are illustrated and compared with those related to standard variable square unit cells [21] . Section 4 describes the results of a mutual coupling analysis on the proposed unit cells. Section 5 shows some subwavelength reflectarray designs, demonstrating the lower sensitivity of the proposed cell to mutual coupling adverse effects. Conclusions are finally outlined in Section 6.
Reflectarray Unit Cell Geometry
The proposed reflectarray unit cell is depicted in Figure 1(a) . Its layout is essentially derived from the 1 st iteration fixed-length Minkowski patch originally proposed by the authors in [12] . The patch geometry reported in Figure 1 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation side SL is removed only from the center of the two lateral sides (namely, the resonant sides, if assuming a TE x impinging wave (see Figure 1(b) ), thus obtaining a linearly polarized cell along the y-axis. The reflection-phase tuning is realized by varying the fractal scaling factor S from 0 up to 0.45 and leaving unchanged both the patch length and the separation distance between adjacent patches (i.e., Δx − L in Figure 1 ).
As in [12, 22, 23] , the fractal construction can be infinitely reiterated to obtain an increasingly complex selfsimilar shape, according to the construction rule described above and depicted in Figure 1(c) , where the results of the first two iterations are shown.
The main benefit derived from the adoption of the above fractal geometries is related to the fact that more electrical length can be fitted into a smaller physical area [22] . Of course, the increased electrical length of fractal patches (i.e., L n = 1 + 2nS L for the proposed patch (Figure 1(a) ),
n L, for the Minkowski patch in [12, 22] ) leads to lower resonant frequencies, so that fractal antennas should be miniaturized in order to obtain the resonance at the desired operating frequency. In addition to the above features, the novel patch layout allows to slightly enlarge the phase tuning range due to the increased variation range of the scaling factor S, which is not limited by the upperbound L/3 as in the case of the Minkowski patch [12] . Furthermore, as it will be demonstrated in the following sections, the fixed length of the radiating sides (i.e., upper and lower sides of the patch in Figure 1(a) ) guarantees a higher independence to mutual coupling effects. As a matter of fact, literature [24] demonstrates how the stronger contribution to the mutual coupling between microstrip patches is that occurring along the E plane (yz plane in Figure 1(b) ). So, leaving unchanged both the shape and the separation distance between the patches in the E plane (Figure 1(a) ), a quite uniform mutual coupling level between the reflectarray unit cells can be assured. This last feature provides several benefits that will be discussed in the following sections.
Design and Comparative Performance Evaluation of Reflectarray Unit Cell
To investigate the effects due to the unit cell size reduction of the proposed fractal configurations, a set of 10 GHz reflectarray unit cells is designed by varying the cell size Δx . A commercial full-wave code [25] , based on the method of moments, is adopted for the analysis of the cells, assuming a normal incident plane wave as source and adopting the infinite array analysis tool. Each cell is designed by following the design rules outlined in [12] , namely, the patch length L is properly fixed to achieve the resonance at 10 GHz for a given value of S (i.e., S = 0 2), while the phase tuning is realized by varying S from 0 up to 0.45, for the proposed cell in Figure 1 (a), and from 0 up to 0.325, for the Minkowski cell [12] . The geometrical features as well as the performances of each designed cell are reported in Table 1 . Comparisons with data relative to standard variable square patch cells printed on the same substrate are also reported in Table 2 . In this last case, the phase tuning is achieved through a ±30% patch size sweep with respect to the patch resonant length L res .
At a glance, smaller patch dimensions are observed in the case of fractal elements (Table 1) , corresponding to a 15%÷ 19% size reduction with respect to the resonant length of the 0 6λ cell-embedded square patch (i.e., L res = 9 215 mm in Table 2 ). Furthermore, fractal cells offer quite good phase ranges (≥330°for the proposed patch in Figure 1 (a); ≥320°for the Minkowski patch [12] ). These are greater than those relative to the equivalent variable square-based cells (see Tables 1 and 2) .
On the other hand, Table 2 reveals that, in the case of very small cells (i.e., Δx < 0 5λ), the standard variable square patch configuration shows the following limitations: (a) the cell dimension strongly restricts the achievable phase range due to the size constraints imposed on the patch side length variations (e.g., only 283°for the 0 3λ cell) and (b) as it is well known from literature [24] , the heavy variations in the gap distance between adjacent patches (i.e., Δx − L in Figure 1 ), varying, for example, from 0 009λ up to 0 19λ in the case of the 0 4λ cell (Table 2) , cause very dissimilar mutual coupling levels that make unreliable periodic boundary conditions for reflectarray cell simulations.
Thanks to the proposed phase tuning approach, leaving unchanged the element side length (i.e., the gap Δx − L in Table 1 ), the proposed fractal cells overcome the above limitations, confirming themselves as good candidates for miniaturization purpose. Furthermore, as it can be observed (Figure 2(a) ) computed for different cell sizes vs the effective patch length L patch = 1 + 2S L, the use of smaller cells improves reflectarray bandwidth, fabrication tolerance, and loss performances (e.g., reflection losses lower than 0.3 dB for Δx = 0 3λ). Figure 2 (b) also shows acceptable phase variations under 20°and 40°oblique incidence, with respect to the normal case. As a further advantage, the proposed configuration in Figure 1 (a) shows very low cross-polar components, as illustrated in Figure 3 , where both the copolar as well as the cross-polar patterns are computed for different scaling factor values (i.e., S = 0, 0 2), in the case of the miniaturized unit cells (i.e., Δx < 0 5λ) of Table 1 .
Mutual Coupling Analysis of Reflectarray Cells
Due to their quasiperiodicity feature, reflectarrays are usually analyzed and designed under the infinite periodic array assumption [1] . However, if the different unit cell instances (necessary to achieve a quite full 360°reflection phase control) exhibit very dissimilar behaviors in terms of mutual coupling, data derived from the infinite array analysis cannot be used to properly characterize a single-unit cell, as not leading to a correct reflectarray design [8, 9, 26] . This issue becomes more relevant in those applications requiring unit cell miniaturization. In order to demonstrate the poor (Figure 1 ) to mutual coupling adverse effects, an extensive analysis of mutual coupling behavior is reported in the following. In particular, the first subsection shows the phase errors in the mutual coupling estimation due to the infinite array approach, as compared to the real situations where the unit cell is surrounded by different radiators. In the second subsection, the mutual coupling behavior is explained through the implementation of an equivalent transmission line model for the reflectarray unit cells.
Mutual Coupling Phase Error Evaluation.
In order to evaluate the mutual coupling effects on the phase response of reflectarray cells, the phase design curves are computed by adopting the ELP approach proposed in [9] . The method is essentially equivalent to the infinite array approach, with the periodicity conditions (PBCs [1, 27] ) applied to an extended unit cell, which includes the actual surrounding elements ( Figure 4) . The extended unit cell includes the nearest eight surrounding elements in the reflectarray grid. The method is adopted to compute the phase curve variations Δϕ due to the presence of different surrounding elements with respect to the case of identical elements. A commercial full-wave code [25] is adopted to simulate the periodic extended cell (Figure 4) and to evaluate the current density J s induced on the central patch (enclosed in Figure 4 within the dashed lines) when assuming a normally incident plane wave. The so-computed current takes into account the right mutual coupling due to the actual surrounding patches. Afterwards, the current density J s is extrapolated from the code, in order to calculate the electric far field E s patch radiated by the central patch, through the the primed coordinates represent the source, while the unprimed coordinates indicate the observation point, and R is the distance from any source point to the observation point. After that, the radiated field is computed trough the formula E = −jωA [24] , valid in the far field region. The so-computed electric far field E s patch is finally added to the contribution E s ground scattered by the ground plane of size Δx × Δy (Figure 4) , which is embedded into the cell and evaluated by the physical optics theory [28] . The phase design curves are computed as the phase of the total field reflected from the unit cell E s tot = E s patch + E s ground , by varying the central patch length (i.e., the scaling factor S), for a given configuration of the surrounding elements. The above method is applied to evaluate the phase design curves at f 0 = 10 GHz, for the miniaturized cells of Tables 1 and 2 having Δx = Δy = 0 4λ. Two different surrounding element configurations are considered for each cell type (i.e., the variable square patch in Figure 5 , the Minkowski element in Figure 6 , and the configuration proposed in this work (Figure 7) ).
In particular, to effectively evaluate the mutual coupling contribution on the phase response of each considered unit cell type, a first configuration (A) with identical surrounding elements ( Figures 5(a), 6 (a), and 7(a)), equivalent to the infinite array approximation, is compared with a configuration (B) having two nonidentical elements in the E plane ( Figures 5(b) , 6(b), and 7(b)). To assess the worst case, two fixed elements are considered, having, respectively, the maximum and the minimum patch lengths ( Figure 5(b) ) and the maximum/minimum scaling factor S (Figures 6(b) and 7(b) ). For the sake of simplicity, only the results relative to E plane nonidentical elements (Figures 5(b) , 6(b), and 7(b)) are illustrated, as they give higher mutual coupling levels [24] and consequently higher phase errors with respect to the H plane case. Finally, in the case of the configuration proposed in this paper, a maximum phase excursion Δϕ just equal to 20°is achieved (Figure 7(c) ) between the phase curves computed for the two considered extended cell configurations (Config. A- Figure 7 (a) and Config. B- Figure 7(b) ). It occurs only in correspondence of a very small neighborhood of the ratio L patch /L resonant−patch ≅ 0 96 (i.e., S ≅ 0 175). Furthermore, the current distributions computed on the central elements for S = 0 175 (i.e., the worst case) are almost identical (Figure 8(b) ). This last result shows that the modified patch of Figure 1 exhibits an invariant mutual coupling behavior, thus better satisfying the periodic boundary conditions of the usually adopted infinite array analysis approach, also in the case of miniaturized cells (Δx < λ/2). Table 3 shows the maximum phase errors given by the ELP approach applied to different unit cell sizes. Smaller and negligible phase errors 6 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation are observed in the case of the proposed element, when a miniaturized unit cell is considered, so that the infinite array approach can be effectively adopted to derive the phase design curves.
Circuit-Based Model for the Interpretation of Mutual Coupling in Reflectarray Antennas.
A circuit model approach is adopted to give a qualitative interpretation of mutual coupling between reflectarray unit cells, by also justifying the quantitative results in terms of phase errors achieved in the previous paragraph. The TL model approximation is already adopted in [20] for the analysis of some standard reflectarray radiators (i.e., dipole, ring, and square patch) to clarify the mechanism causing reflection losses in reflectarrays. The layout of the analyzed structure and its equivalent circuit are reported in Figure 9 . The equivalent circuit parameters are retrieved from a MoM simulation, by matching the impedance Z cell (Figure 9(b) ) with that derived from the simulated reflection coefficient [20, 29] . The main purpose of the equivalent TL model is to retrieve, from the cell capacitance behavior, the effects due to the geometrical phase tuning parameters (i.e., the scaling factor S for the proposed configurations) on the mutual coupling among elements. As a matter of fact, the capacitance C is strictly related to the interaction between the edges of adjacent patches where the excited electric field is stronger [20] , so it gives information about the mutual coupling behavior. The extrapolation procedure is applied to all designed cells described in Section 3 (see Tables 1 and 2) , in order to investigate the impact of fractal cell miniaturization on the capacitance values. Figure 10 depicts the capacitance of each cell considered in previous tables. The data are organized as follows. Each curve refers to a fixed cell size ranging from 0 6λ down to 0 3λ. The solid and the dotted curves represent, respectively, the capacitance of the Minkowski and the proposed cells computed by varying the scaling factor S (Table 1) , while the dashed curves show the capacitance behavior of variable square patch-based cells (Table 2 ). Both solid/dotted and dashed curves are plotted vs the normalized length L patch /L resonant−patch , which is equal to the ratio 1 + 2S / 1 + 2 × 0 2 in the case of fractal patches, while it is equal to the ratio L/L res in the case of variable square patches. It can be observed that both fractal cell capacitances decrease when S increases, as the distance between two adjacent element edges becomes greater in correspondence to the inset SL (see Figure 1) .
The opposite behavior can be appreciated in the capacitance of square patches, as greater patch lengths give smaller gap distances between adjacent elements, namely, an increasing capacitive coupling. Anyway, the main result demonstrated in Figure 10 is that, for a fixed cell size, both fractal patch configurations are characterized by slower capacitance variations. As a matter of fact, the capacitance variation exhibited by the variable square-based cells is about 20 times larger than that provided by the corresponding fractal cells (Figure 10 ). Furthermore, in the case of the cell proposed in this work (Figure 1 ), a quite constant capacitance value can be observed vs the scaling factor variations. This higher stability, in terms of cell capacitance, is guaranteed by the fixed radiating sides (i.e., the upper and lower sides of the patch in Figure 1(a) ) that assure a quite stable mutual coupling level between reflectarray cells. In conclusion, the analyzed fractal configurations are characterized by uniform mutual coupling levels, also in the case of miniaturized cells, so that the proposed fractal cells, in particular the novel configuration of Figure 1(a) , satisfy very well the infinite array approximation.
Reflectarray Designs
In order to test the large-angle pointing capability of the proposed miniaturized cells and to better illustrate the advantages derived by their intrinsic uniform mutual coupling, three reflectarray antennas are designed based on the use of the proposed cell (Figure 11(a) ), the Minkowski patch (Figure 11(b) ), and the variable size patch (Figure 11(c) ). All prototypes consist of 15 × 15 0 3λ spaced elements, illuminated by an offset horn with a 15°tilt angle in the E plane (yz plane in Figure 11(d) ). The array is realized with a printed circuit board (PCB) milling machine [30] . The feeding horn, having an aperture size equal to 4 8 mm × 5 mm, is placed at a distance equal to 50 cm from the array, thus satisfying the far field condition. The antennas are synthesized [26] to focalize the main beam along the direction θ MB = 48°, in the H plane (i.e., the xz plane in Figure 11 ). As it can be observed in the front view of the synthesized examples (Figures 11(a) -11(c)), each n, m element is characterized by different sizes, namely, a specific scaling factor S nm and/or patch length L nm , which are properly chosen to compensate for the phase delay in the field coming from the feed and to get also the prescribed pattern.
A synthesis algorithm based on the iterative projection method [26] is applied to compute the phase distribution on the array elements satisfying the imposed design goals on the radiation pattern, in terms of upper-and lower-bound masks [26] .
The algorithm automatically returns the required excitation phase ϕ nm on each reflectarray element. This last data are finally adopted to select the elements sizes S nm and/or L nm , by using the design curves, which are simulated under the infinite array approach assumption (Figures 5(a)-7(a) ). To this end, a research routine is implemented that fits the desired ϕ nm values onto the simulated phase curves (Figures 5(a)-7(a) ), finally returning the corresponding scaling factors S nm or the patch lengths L nm . A more detailed description of the implemented research routine is reported in [13] . Figure 11 (e) illustrates the comparison between the radiated H plane patterns. The measurements are performed with a far field facility (Figure 11(d) ) connected to a VNA (Anritzu 37217C). An X-band horn is adopted as probe International Journal of Antennas and Propagation and is placed in front of the reflectarray aperture, at a distance satisfying the far field condition [24] . In order to detect the H plane radiation patterns, the antennas under test are properly rotated around their axis (i.e., y-axis in Figure 11 (d)), from −90°up to 90°. It can be observed how the proposed configuration in Figure 11 (a) allows to scan the main beam along the desired direction, by maintaining low side lobes (i.e., SLL<−13 dB), thus confirming the effectiveness of the infinite array analysis for the phase design curve computation. As a matter of fact, the smaller phase error characterizing the proposed cell (see Section 4), due to infinite array approximations, does not affect the antenna radiation performances. On the contrary, in the case of the Minkowski-based reflectarray (Figure 11(b) ), the phase errors characterizing the adopted phase design curve (Δϕ ≤ 45°-see Section 4) give a radiation pattern exceeding the SLL constraints of 2.5 dB, in correspondence of the first side lobe, and equal to about 1.2 dB along θ = −17°. Finally, in the case of the square-based reflectarray (Figure 11(c) ), the higher phase errors (20°≤ Δϕ ≤ 85°-see Section 4) characterizing the adopted design curve give very high side lobes (e.g., ≅−8 dB, along θ = 0°and ≅ −6.4 dB, along θ = −18°) which exceed the SLL constraint up to a value of 6.6 dB over (see the dotted pattern in Figure 11 (e)). Furthermore, a 0.75 dB gain reduction is observed in the gain of the square-based reflectarray that, considering the constant spillover and tapering losses [1] characterizing all designed antennas, causes an aperture efficiency reduction of about 15% with respect to the proposed configuration.
Conclusion
A novel fractal reflectarray radiator has been proposed in this work to design miniaturized reflectarray cells having good performances in terms of phase variation and mutual coupling behavior, useful for wide-angle beam-steering applications. The benefits offered by the proposed cell with respect to the most widely adopted variable square reflectarray configuration have been discussed. Furthermore, an extensive analysis of mutual coupling effects on the reflectarray phase design curve has been performed. The proposed reflectarray cell exhibits uniform mutual coupling levels vs its geometry variations, thus satisfying the periodic boundary conditions imposed by Floquet's theorem, without occurring into phase International Journal of Antennas and Propagation curve estimation errors, and confirming itself as a promising solution for subwavelength reflectarray applications. Finally, the subwavelength reflectarray designs, reported in Section 5, have confirmed the results achieved during the analysis stage. As a matter of fact, the smaller phase curve errors characterizing the proposed cell, due to infinite array approximation, do not affect the radiation performances of the synthesized antenna, so we can conclude that the proposed miniaturized configuration meets very well the infinite array assumption.
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